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We present a study of quantum corrections to the conductivity of thin ferromagnetic gadolinium films. In situ
magnetotransport measurements were performed on a series of thin films with thickness d�150 Å. For sheet
resistances R0�2840 � and temperatures T�30 K, we observe a localizing, linear in temperature contribu-
tion to the conductivity in addition to the logarithmic temperature dependence expected from well-known
quantum corrections in two dimensions. We show that such a linear T dependence can arise from a spin-wave-
mediated Altshuler-Aronov-type correction.
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The observation of weak localization �WL� effects in
percolating Ni films,1 thin Fe films,2 and ferromagnetic
�GaMn�As nanostructures3 is somewhat surprising since the
magnetic fields associated with the magnetic domains might
be expected to destroy the requisite quantum interference of
self-intersecting electron trajectories. Since WL effects are
cut off by various temperature-independent phase breaking
scatterings and especially by the magnetic field inside the
ferromagnet, one needs a sufficiently large temperature-
dependent phase relaxation rate 1 /�� to have an experimen-
tally accessible disorder and temperature interval where such
effects can be observed. Recent studies of the anomalous
Hall �AH� effect in thin Fe films2 have provided strong evi-
dence for large temperature-dependent phase relaxation rates
and hence observable WL effects in disordered ferromag-
netic films. While the contribution to 1 /�� in ferromagnetic
films from electron-electron �e-e� interactions is small, a
much larger contribution is obtained from scattering off spin
waves,4,5 such that the characteristic logarithmic temperature
dependence of the conductivity due to WL effect was ob-
served in polycrystalline Fe films within a range of tempera-
ture 5�T�20 K, for sheet resistances measured at 5 K hav-
ing values less than 3 k�.2

Given the importance of spin waves in Fe films, one ex-
pects to see an even larger effect in other ferromagnetic films
with larger and more strongly coupled magnetic moments. In
particular, quantum corrections to the conductivity due to the
scattering off spin waves should be observable, just like the
quantum corrections due to e-e Coulomb interactions, if the
exchange coupling is large enough and the spin-wave gap is
smaller than the temperature. It turns out that an excellent
candidate is gadolinium �Gd�, with a spin-wave gap of about
30 mK and a Curie temperature of 293 K.6,7

We have carried out systematic in situ magnetotransport
measurements on a series of Gd films with varying thick-
nesses �35�d�150 Å� having sheet resistances ranging
from 370 to 2840 �. We estimate that for these samples the
phase coherence length L�=�D��, where D is the diffusion
coefficient, is larger than the sample thickness, so the films

are effectively two dimensional. For temperatures 5�T
�30 K, we observe the simultaneous presence of two types
of quantum corrections to the Drude conductivity: one has
the expected logarithmic temperature dependence that is a
hallmark of quantum corrections in two dimensions;8 the
other has a heretofore-unobserved approximately linear tem-
perature dependence. We emphasize that the observed linear
in T contribution is of a localizing nature and is therefore not
caused by any of the usual known inelastic processes
�phonons, e-e interactions�. The only known origin of such a
quantum correction besides WL is the Altshuler-Aronov-type
correction. The latter, however, in its usual form based on
Coulomb interaction between electrons is known to lead to a
different temperature dependence, ln T in two dimensions.
We argue that the situation is different in a ferromagnet,
where the exchange of spin-wave excitations gives rise to an
additional effective e-e interaction, leading to a heretofore
unrecognized type of Altshuler-Aronov contribution. We cal-
culate this spin-wave contribution within a standard diagram-
matic perturbation theory and show that the results agree
with the experimentally observed temperature and disorder
dependence.

A series of ultrathin films of Gd in the Hall bar geometry
was grown by rf magnetron sputtering through a shadow
mask onto sapphire substrates held at a temperature of 240
K. The current and voltage leads of the deposited sample
overlapped with predeposited palladium contacts, thus allow-
ing reliable electrical connection for in situ measurements of
the electrical properties. The experiments were performed in
a specialized apparatus in which the sample can be trans-
ferred without exposure to air from the high-vacuum depo-
sition chamber to a 7 T magnet located in a low-temperature
cryostat. To parameterize the amount of disorder in a given
film,2 we use sheet resistances R0�Rxx�T=5 K�, where Rxx
is the longitudinal resistance. R0 spans the range from 370 �
�150 Å thick� to 2840 � ��35 Å thick�. The use of sheet
resistance to specify disorder in two-dimensional films2,8–10

is an accepted practice based on theory and experiment. Lon-
gitudinal and Hall resistances were measured using standard
four-probe lock-in techniques.
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Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence on a logarith-
mic scale of the longitudinal conductivity �xx for two typical
thin Gd films with sheet resistances R0 indicated on the fig-
ure. A fitting function of the form

�xx/L00 = P1 + P2 ln�T/T0� + P3�T/T0�p, �1�

where L00=e2 /�h and T0=5 K is a reference temperature,
has been used to fit each of the curves. The high quality of
the fits shows that both logarithmic and linear temperature
dependences are present; neither dependence alone describes
the data.

The four fitting parameters, P1 , P2 , P3, and p, for 16
different films with disorder parameters R0 varying by almost
a factor of 8 are plotted as a function of R0 over the tempera-
ture range 5�T�30 K in Fig. 2. In most cases the error
bars are comparable to the symbol size. There are several
important points about the fits that are worth emphasizing.
First, the power p is close to unity over the indicated range
where R0 and, by implication, P1 change by almost a factor
of 8. �At higher disorder, R0	4 k�, the power p decreases
significantly.� Second, the coefficient P3 decreases with in-
creasing disorder by almost a factor of 2 and then saturates.
Third, the prefactor P2 of the logarithmic term, which is
attributed to a combination of localization and interaction
corrections �see below�, is constant near unity over the dis-
played range. Finally, we have analyzed the same data set
over the restricted temperature range 5�T�20 K and
found negligible change in the values of the fitting param-
eters and their respective errors. It does not make sense to
include temperatures higher than 30 K since conductivity
contributions from other mechanisms such as electron-
phonon scattering become significant.

We will show that the unusual temperature dependence
revealed by these data is consistent with a sum of contribu-
tions from well-known quantum corrections in two dimen-
sions and a spin-wave-mediated correction analogous to the
Altshuler-Aronov electron-electron contribution in disor-
dered systems.9 While the Altshuler-Aronov contribution
gives rise to a logarithmic temperature dependence in two

dimensions, we show that the spin-wave-mediated contribu-
tion can be linear in temperature within certain ranges of the
parameters, consistent with the experiments. The theory
ceases to be valid for large disorder �R0	4 k��, where the
temperature dependence is no longer linear.

To make comparisons with earlier studies on Fe films,2,10

we have also measured the AH resistances of the Gd films at
7 T magnetic field. Following Ref. 10, we define normalized
relative changes,


N�Qij� � �1/L00R0���Qij/Qij� , �2�

with respect to a reference temperature T0=5 K�T, where
�Qij =Qij�T�−Qij�T0� and Qij refers to either resistance
Rxx , Rxy or conductivity �xx , �xy.

Figure 3 shows 
N��xy�, together with 
N�Rxx� and

N�Rxy� for comparison, for two different sheet resistances.
We find that within the range of disorder, 
N�xy �0 for 5
�T�20 K. As shown in Ref. 11, the interaction correction
to the AH conductivity is exactly zero due to symmetry rea-
sons. This is true for both repulsive Coulomb interaction and
the attractive spin-wave-mediated interaction. However, the
WL correction to the AH conductivity need not be zero. In
fact, the total WL contribution is given by


N�xy
WL =

1

1 + rxy
ln

T

T0
, rxy �

�xy
sj

�xy
ss , �3�

where rxy is the ratio of two different mechanisms contribut-
ing to the AH conductivity, namely, the side jump12 �xy

sj and
the skew scattering13 �xy

ss . Thus the ratio rxy is a nonuniversal
quantity. It turns out that for Fe films, while rxy �1 for films
deposited on glass, the opposite rxy 1 is true for films de-
posited on sapphire2 or on antimony.10 Our current results

FIG. 1. �Color online� Temperature dependence on a logarithmic
scale of �xx for two Gd thin films having sheet resistances
R0=428 � �open squares, left hand axis� and R0=2840 �
�open triangles, right hand axis�. The solid-line fits for each curve
are obtained using Eq. �1�.

FIG. 2. �Color online� Dependence of the fitting parameters
�P1 , P2 , P3 , p� defined in Eq. �1� on the disorder parameter R0 for
16 thin-film samples. The horizontal dashed lines in panels �b� and
�d� represent, respectively, the averaged values of P2 and p,
whereas the curved dashed line in panel �c� is a guide to the eyes.
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N�xy �0 for Gd deposited on sapphire agree with those of
Fe films deposited on the same substrate. As for the longitu-
dinal part, the coefficient AR defined by


N�xx = AR ln�T/T0� �4�

is given as AR=AR
WL+AR

I =1+hxx, where the first term
�AR

WL=1� is due to WL and the second term �AR
I =hxx�

is the exchange plus Hartree interaction contribution, with

hxx= �1−3F̃� /4, where F̃ is the Hartree term. It has been
argued that at least for Fe films, the total interaction correc-
tion hxx is very small due to a near cancellation of the ex-
change and Hartree terms, which is expected due to strong
screening. This results in AR�1 for Fe films. Figure 2 shows
that P2=AR�0.75 for our Gd films. This suggests that hxx
may actually be negative due to an even larger Hartree con-
tribution. Since both rxy and hxx are nonuniversal quantities,
we only note that a large rxy �similar to Fe films on sapphire�
and a small negative hxx �large Hartree term, again similar to
Fe films� are consistent with the current experimental obser-
vations �on Gd films on sapphire�.

To understand the linear T dependence of the longitudinal
conductivity, we evaluate the spin-wave contributions within
the standard diagrammatic perturbation theory. The film is
described as a quasi-two-dimensional system of conduction
electrons with Fermi energies �F� depending on the spin in-
dex �= ↑ ,↓. We model the total impurity potential as a sum
over identical single impurity potentials V�r−R j� at random
positions R j. The Hamiltonian is given by

H = �
k�

��k −
1

2
�B�ck�

+ ck�

+ �
k,k��,j

V�k − k��ei�k−k��·Rjck��
+ ck� + �

q

�qaq
+aq

+ J�
q,k

	aq
+ck+q↓

+ ck↑ + H.c.
 �5�

where ck and ck
+ are electron field operators, aq and aq

+ are
spin-wave operators, and J is the effective spin-exchange

interaction. The spin wave is characterized by �q=
g+Aq2,
where 
g��BBext�1 K /T is the spin-wave gap and
A�J /kF

2 is the spin stiffness. Later we will drop 
g as

g�T. The exchange splitting B�JkF

2 is large, but
B /�F�1, where we have used the values B=700 meV at 20
K �Ref. 14� and �F=3.4 eV.7 The spin-wave propagator is

S↑↓
SW�q,�n� = 1/�i�n − a�q� = 	S↓↑

SW
�, �6�

where �n=2�nT is the bosonic Matsubara frequency,
a=1− i� /2, and � is a phenomenological damping constant.
The spin-wave-mediated effective interaction is given by
VSW�q ,�n�=nJ2	S↑↓

SW�q ,�n�+S↓↑
SW�q ,�n�
 which is attractive.

Here n is the density of conduction electrons.
For the quantum corrections to the conductivity, the domi-

nant contributions from spin-wave interactions come from
the diagrams with the most number of diffusons, analogous
to those relevant for the Coulomb interactions. We therefore
first evaluate the diffuson propagator �↑↓�q ,�� in the pres-
ence of a large exchange splitting and obtain

�↑↓�q,�n� = 1/	�2�N0��̂���n − iB + D̂q2�
 , �7�

where N0=m /2� is the density of states at the Fermi surface,
with m being the electron mass, � is the scattering time, and
we have defined

D̂ � D��̂/��2, 1/�̂ � 1/� + �n − iB , �8�

where D= �1 /2�vF
2� is the diffusion coefficient. The corre-

sponding �↓↑�q ,�n� is obtained by replacing B by −B every-
where.

From the diagrams shown in Fig. 4, the spin-wave contri-
bution to the longitudinal conductivity is given, e.g., for Fig.
4�a�, by

��xx↑↓
SW = T�

�n

�
0

qc dq2

�2��2q2vF
2�2�N0��̂2�2�2�N0��2

� 	�↑↓�q,�n�
3S↑↓
SW�q,�n� �9�

and similarly for the ↓↑ case. Here the upper cutoff in the q
integral is given by qc= �1 /vF�̂�. The total spin-wave contri-
bution can then be written as

��xx
SW

L00
�

4N0J

1 + �2/4
nJ

B

�F

B
��F��

T

AkF
2 , �10�

where we have assumed that B�1.

FIG. 3. �Color online� Normalized relative changes 
N��xy�,
defined in Eq. �2�, for two different sheet resistances. For compari-
son we also show 
N�Rxx� and 
N�Rxy�.

(a) (b)

FIG. 4. Spin-wave contributions to the longitudinal conductiv-
ity. Solid lines are impurity averaged Green’s functions, broken
lines are “diffusons,” and wavy line represents the effective spin-
wave-mediated interactions. There are two diagrams of type �a� and
four diagrams of type �b�
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Using n=kF
2 /4�, we estimate ��xx /L00��

JkF
2

2�B �2��F�� T
AkF

2

for small damping. With an estimate of �F�10 and
�JkF

2� / �2�B�1, the observed magnitude of the constant
P3�1 is consistent if T0 /AkF

2 1 /10, which is quite reason-
able. On the other hand, the disorder dependence of the lin-
ear T contribution is given by P3��F�, which decreases with
increasing disorder. As observed experimentally in panel �c�
of Fig. 2, P3 does indeed decrease weakly with disorder up to
a sheet resistance R0�2000 � and then appears to saturate
at a fixed value. We note that while the linear T behavior is
observed to be quite robust for weak disorder, it cannot ex-
plain the data for R0	4 k� �not shown in this Rapid Com-
munication�. We expect that for higher sheet resistances the
system will undergo an Anderson localization transition from
the pseudometallic phase �localization length longer than the
sample dimensions� to a truly localized phase. The study of
that regime is the subject of a forthcoming publication.

In conclusion, we have studied charge transport in
ultrathin films of Gd grown using in situ techniques which
exclude in particular unwanted oxidation or contamination.

In addition to the logarithmic temperature dependence ex-
pected from weak localization effects in the longitudinal con-
ductivity as previously seen in Fe films, we observe an ad-
ditional contribution to the conductivity that has an
approximately linear T dependence for sheet resistances
370�R0�2840 � and temperatures 5�T�30 K. We in-
terpret this feature in terms of contributions from scattering
off spin waves that are known to be important in ferromag-
netic films. We find from our calculations that the interaction
of the electrons with spin waves of the ordered ferromagnet
gives rise to a much larger contribution than the usual one
generated by the Coulomb interaction. The temperature de-
pendence is governed by the singular �in the limit � ,q→0�
spin-wave propagator. The dressing by diffuson lines
changes the prefactor but leaves the temperature dependence
unchanged. To our knowledge, this type of quantum correc-
tion has not been seen and explained.
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